In this work we present three different randomized gossip algorithms for solving the average consensus problem while at the same time protecting the information about the initial private values stored at the nodes. We give iteration complexity bounds for all methods, and perform extensive numerical experiments.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the average consensus (AC) problem. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected connected network with node set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edges E such that |E| = m. Each node i ∈ V "knows" a private value c i ∈ R. The goal of AC is for every node of the network to compute the average of these values,c def = 1 n i c i , in a distributed fashion. That is, the exchange of information can only occur between connected nodes (neighbours).
The literature on methods for solving the average consensus problem is vast and has long history [52, 51, 4, 30] . The algorithms for solving this problem can be divided in two broad categories: the average consensus algorithms [54] and the gossip algorithms [5, 49] . The main difference is that the former work in a synchronous setting while the gossip algorithms model the case of asynchronous setting. In the average consensus algorithms, all nodes of the network update their values simultaneously by communicate with a set of their neighbours and in all iterations the same update occurs. In gossip algorithms, at each iteration, only one edge is selected randomly, and the corresponding nodes update their values to their average. In this work we focus on randomized gossip algorithms and propose techniques for protecting information of the initial values c i , in the case when these may be sensitive.
In this work we develop and analyze three private variants of the randomized pairwise gossip algorithm for solving the average consensus problem. As an additional requirement we wish to prevent nodes to "learn" information about the private values of other nodes. While we shall not formalize the notion of privacy preservation in this work, it will be intuitively clear that our methods indeed make it harder for nodes to infer information about the private values of other nodes.
Background
The average consensus problem and randomized gossip algorithms for solving it appear in many applications, including distributed data fusion in sensor networks [55] , load balancing [10] and clock synchronization [18] . This subject was first introduced in [52] , and was studied extensively in the last decade; the seminal 2006 paper of Boyd et al. [5] on randomized gossip algorithms motivated a large amount of subsequent research and generated more than 1500 citations to date.
In this work, we focus on modifying the basic algorithm of [5] , which we refer to as "Standard Gossip" algorithm. In the following, we review several avenues of research the gossip algorithms were evolved. While we do not address any privacy considerations in these settings, they can serve as inspiration for further work. For a survey of relevant work prior to 2010, we refer the reader to reviews in [12, 40, 45] .
The Geographic Gossip algorithm was proposed in [11] , in which the authors combine the gossip approach with a geographic routing towards a randomly chosen location with main goal the improvement of the convergence rate of Standard Gossip algorithm. In each step, a node is activated, assuming that it is aware of its geographic location and some additional assumptions on the network topology, it chooses another node from the rest of the network (not necessarily one of its neighbours) and performs a pairwise averaging with this node. Later, using the same assumptions, this algorithm was extended into Geographic Gossip Algorithm with Path Averaging [3] , in which connected sequences of nodes were chosen in each step and they averaged their values. More recently, in [19] and [20] authors propose a geographic and path averaging methods which converge to the average consensus without the assumption that nodes are aware of their geographic location.
Another important class of randomized gossip algorithms are the Broadcast Gossip algorithms, firts proposed in [2] and then extended in [17, 53, 29] . The idea of this algorithm is simple: In each step a node in the network is activated uniformly at random, following the asynchronous time model, and broadcasts its value to its neighbours. The neighbours receive this value and update their own values. It was experimentally shown that this method converge faster than the pairwise and geographic randomized gossip algorithms.
Alternative approach to the gossip framework are so called non-randomized Gossip algorithms [38, 27, 34, 56] . Typically, this class of algorithms executes the pairwise exchanges between nodes in a deterministic, such as pre-defined cyclic, order. T -periodic gossiping is a protocol which stipulates that each node must interact with each of its neighbours exactly once every T time units. Under suitable connectivity assumptions of the network G, the T -periodic gossip sequence will converge at a rate determined by the magnitude of the second largest eigenvalue of the stochastic matrix determined by the sequence of pairwise exchanges which occurs over a period. It has been shown that if the underlying graph is a tree, this eigenvalue is the same for all possible T -periodic gossip protocols.
A different approach, uses memory in the update of the values each node holds, to get Accelerated Gossip algorithms. The nodes update their value using an update rule that involve not only the current values of the sampled nodes but also their previous values. This idea is closely related to the shift register methods studied in numerical linear algebra for improving the convergence rate of linear system solvers. The works [6, 33] have shown theoretically and numerically, that under specific assumptions this idea can improve the performance of the Standard Gossip algorithm.
Randomized Kaczmarz-type Gossip algorithms. Very recently has been proved that popular randomized Kaczmarz-type methods for solving large linear systems can also solve the AC problem. In particular, in [23] and [35] it was shown how that existing Randomized Kaczmarz and Randomized Block Kaczmarz methods can be interpreted as randomized gossip algorithms for solving the AC problem, by solving a particular system encoding the underlying network structure. This approach was the first time that a connection between the two research areas of linear system solvers and distributed algorithms have been established.
In this work we are interested in the asynchronous time model [5, 4] . More precisely, we assume that each node of our network has a clock which ticks at a rate of 1 Poisson process. This is equivalent of having available a global clock which ticks according to a rate n Poisson process and selects an edge of the network uniformly at random. In general the synchronous setting (all nodes update the values of their nodes simultaneously using information from a set of their neighbours) is convenient for theoretical considerations, but is not representative of some practical scenarios, such as the distributed nature of sensor networks. For more details on clock modelling we refer the reader to [5] , as the contribution of this paper is orthogonal to these considerations.
Privacy and Average Consensus. Finally, the introduction of notions of privacy within the AC problem is relatively recent in the literature, and the existing works consider two different ideas.
The concept of differential privacy [13] is used to protect the output valuec computed by all nodes in [28] . In this work, an exponentially decaying Laplacian noise is added to the consensus computation. This notion of privacy refers to protection of the final average, and formal guarantees are provided.
A different goal is the protection of the initial values c i the nodes know at the start. In [36, 37] , the goal is to make sure that each node is unable to infer a lot about the initial values c i of any other node. Both of these methods add noise correlated across individual iterations, to make sure they converge to the exact average. A formal notion of privacy breach is formulated in [37] , in which they also show that their algorithm is optimal in that particular sense.
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Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic setup that are used through the paper. A detailed explanation of the duality behind the randomized pairwise gossip algorithm is given. We also include a novel and insightful dual analysis of this method as it will make it easier to the reader to parse later development. In Section 3 we present our three private gossip algorithms as well as the associated iteration complexity results. Section 4 is devoted to the numerical evaluation of our methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. All proofs not included in the main text can be found in the Appendix.
Dual Analysis of Randomized Pairwise Gossip
As we outlined in the introduction, our approach to extending the (standard) randomized pairwise gossip algorithm to privacy preserving variants utilizes duality. The purpose of this section is to formalize this duality, following the development in [23] . In addition, we provide a novel and selfcontain dual analysis of randomized pairwise gossip. While this is of an independent interest, we include the proofs as their understanding aids in the understanding of the more involved proofs of our private gossip algorithms developed in the remainder of the paper.
Primal and Dual Problems
Consider solving the (primal) problem of projecting a given vector c = x 0 ∈ R n onto the solution space of a linear system:
where A ∈ R m×n , b ∈ R m , x 0 ∈ R n . We assume the problem is feasible, i.e., that the system Ax = b is consistent. With the above optimization problem we associate the dual problem
The dual is an unconstrained concave (but not necessarily strongly concave) quadratic maximization problem. It can be seen that as soon as the system Ax = b is feasible, the dual problem is bounded. Moreover, all bounded concave quadratics in R m can be written in the as D(y) for some matrix A and vectors b and x 0 (up to an additive constant).
With any dual vector y we associate the primal vector via an affine transformation:
It can be shown that if y * is dual optimal, then x * = x(y * ) is primal optimal. Hence, any dual algorithm producing a sequence of dual variables y t → y * gives rise to a corresponding primal algorithm producing the sequence x t def = x(y t ) → x * . We shall now consider one such dual algorithm.
Stochastic Dual Subspace Ascent
SDSA [23] is a stochastic method for solving the dual problem (7). If we assume that b = 0, the iterates of SDSA take the form
where S t is a random matrix drawn from independently at each iteration t from an arbitrary but fixed distribution D, and † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The corresponding primal iterates are defined via:
The relevance of this all to average consensus follows through the observation, as we shall see next, that for a specific choice of matrix A (as defined in the next subsection) and distribution D, method (9) is equivalent to the (standard) randomized pairwise gossip method. In that case, SDSA is a dual variant of randomized pairwise gossip. In particular, we define D as follows: S t is a unit basis vector in R m , chosen uniformly at random from the collection of all such unit basis vectors, denoted {f e | e ∈ E}. In this case, SDSA is a randomized coordinate ascent method applied to the dual problem.
For general distributions D, the primal methods obtained from SDSA via (9) (but without observing that it arises that way) was fist proposed and studied in [22] under a full rank assumption on A. This assumption was lifted, and duality exposed and studied as we explain it here, in [23] . For deeper insights and connections to stochastic optimization, stochastic fixed point methods, stochastic linear systems and probabilistic intersection problems, we refer the reader to [48] . The method can be extended to compute the inverse [25] and pseudoinverse [24] of a matrix, in which case it has deep connections with quasi-Newton updates [25] . In particular, it can be used to design a stochastic block extension of the famous BFGS method [25] and applied to the empirical risk minimization problem arising in machine learning to design a fast stochastic quasi-Newton training method [21] .
Randomized Gossip Setup: Choosing A
We wish (A, b) to be an average consensus (AC) system, defined next.
be an undirected graph with |V| = n and |E| = m. Let A be a real matrix with n columns. The linear system Ax = b is an "average consensus (AC) system" for graph
Note that if Ax = b is an AC system, then the solution of the primal problem (6) is necessarily
This is exactly what we want: we want the solution of the primal problem to be x * i =c for all i: the average of the private values stored at the nodes. It is easy to see that a linear system is an AC system precisely when b = 0 and the nullspace of A is {t1 : t ∈ R}, where 1 is the vector of all ones in R n . Hence, A has rank n − 1.
In the rest of this paper we focus on a specific AC system; one in which the matrix A is the incidence matrix of the graph G (see Model 1 in [23] ). In particular, we let A ∈ R m×n be the matrix defined as follows. Row e = (i, j) ∈ E of A is given by A ei = 1, A ej = −1 and A el = 0 if l / ∈ {i, j}. Notice that the system Ax = 0 encodes the constraints x i = x j for all (i, j) ∈ E, as desired.
Randomized Pairwise Gossip
We provide both primal and dual form of the (standard) randomized pairwise gossip algorithm.
The primal form is standard and needs no lengthy commentary. At the beginning of the process, node i contains private information c i = x 0 i . In each iteration we sample a pair of connected nodes (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random, and update x i and x j to their average. We let the values at the remaining nodes intact.
Algorithm 1 (Primal form)
Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n Initialize: Set x 0 = c. for t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 do 1. Choose node e = (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random 2. Update the primal variable:
The dual form of the standard randomized pairwise gossip method is a specific instance of SDSA, as described in (8), with x 0 = c and S t being a randomly chosen standard unit basis vector f e in R m (e is a randomly selected edge). It can be seen [23] that in that case, (8) takes the following form:
Choose node e = (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random 2. Update the dual variable:
end return y k
The following lemma is useful for the analysis of all our methods.It describes the increase in the dual function value after an arbitrary change to a single dual variable e. Lemma 3. Define z = y t + λf e , where e = (i, j) and λ ∈ R. Then
Proof. The claim follows by direct calculation:
The maximizer in λ of the expression in (10) leads to the exact line search formula λ t = (x t j − x t i )/2 used in the dual form of the method.
Complexity Results
With graph G = {V, E} we now associate a certain quantity, which we shall denote β = β(G). It is the smallest nonnegative number β such that the following inequality 1 holds for all x ∈ R n :
The Laplacian matrix of graph G is given by
The algebraic connectivity of G is the second smallest eigenvalue of L:
We have λ n (L) = 0. Since we assume G to be connected, we have α(G) > 0. Thus, α(G) is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian:
As the next result states, the quantities β(G) and α(G) are inversely proportional.
The following theorem gives a complexity result for (standard) randomized gossip. Our analysis is dual in nature (see the Appendix).
Theorem 5. Consider the randomized gossip algorithm (Algorithm 1) with uniform edge-selection probabilities: p e = 1/m. Then:
Theorem 5 yields the complexity estimate O 2m α(G) log(1/ ) , which exactly matches the complexity result obtained from the primal analysis [23] . Hence, the primal and dual analyses give the same rate.
Randomized coordinate descent methods were first analyzed in [32, 39, 46, 47] . For a recent treatment, see [42, 43] . Duality in randomized coordinate descent methods was studied in [50, 44] . Acceleration was studied in [31, 15, 1] . These methods extend to nonsmooth problems of various flavours [14, 7] .
With all of this preparation, we are now ready to formulate and analyze our private gossip algorithms; we do so in Section 3.
Private Gossip Algorithms
In this section we introduce three novel private gossip algorithms, complete with iteration complexity guarantees. In Section 3.1 we protect privacy via a binary communication protocol. In Section 3.2 we communicate more: besides binary information, we allow for the communication of a bound on the gap, introducing the -gap oracle. In Section 3.3 we introduce a privacy-protection mechanism based on a procedure we call controlled noise insertion.
Private Gossip via Binary Oracle
We now present the gossip algorithm with Binary Oracle in detail and provide theoretical convergence guarantee. The information exchanged between sampled nodes is constrained to a single bit, describing which of the nodes has the higher value. As mentioned earlier, we only present the conceptual idea, not how exactly would the oracle be implemented within a secure multiparty protocol between participating nodes [8] .
We will first introduce dual version of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 (Dual form)
Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n , sequence of positive stepsizes {λ t } ∞ t=0
Initialize:
Set
The update of primal variables above is equivalent to set x t+1 as primal point corresponding to dual iterate: x t+1 = c + A y t+1 = x t + A (y t+1 − y t ). In other words, the primal iterates {x t } associated with the dual iterates {y t } can be written in the form:
It is easy to verify that due to the structure of A, this is equivalent to the updates above.
Since the evolution of dual variables {y k } serves only the purpose of the analysis, the method can be written in the primal-only form as follows:
Algorithm 2 (Primal form) Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n , sequence of positive stepsizes {λ t } ∞ t=0
Initialize: Set x 0 = c for t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 do 1. Choose node e = (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random 2. Set
Given a sequence of stepsizes {λ t }, it will be convenient to define α k def = k t=0 λ t and β k def = k t=0 λ t 2 . In the following theorem, we study the convergence of the quantity
Theorem 6. For all k ≥ 1 we have
Moreover:
(ii) Let R be any constant such that R ≥ D(y * ) − D(y 0 ). If we fix k ≥ 1, then the choice of stepsizes {λ 0 , . . . , λ k } which minimizes U k correspond to the constant stepsize rule λ t = R k+1 for all t = 0, 1, . . . , k, and
The part (ii) of Theorem 6 is useful in the case if we know exactly the number of iterations before running the algorithm, providing in a sense optimal stepsizes and rate O(1/ √ k). However, this might not be the case in practice. Therefore part (iii) is also relevant, which yields the rate O(log(k)/ √ k). These bounds are significantly weaker than the standard bound in Theorem 5. This should not be surprising though, as we use significantly less information than the Standard Gossip algorithm.
Nevertheless, there is a potential gap in terms of what rate can be practically achievable. The following theorem can be seen as a form of a bound on what convergence rate is possible to attain with the Binary Oracle. However, this is attained with access to very strong information needed to set the sequence of stepsizes λ t , likely unrealistic in any application. This result points at a gap in the analysis which we leave open. We do not know whether the sublinear convergence rate in Theorem 6 is necessary or improvable without additional information about the system. Theorem 7. For Algorithm 2 with stepsizes chosen in iteration t adaptively to the current values of x t as λ t = 1 2m
Comparing Theorem 7 with the result for standard Gossip in Theorem 5, the convergence rate is worse by factor of m, which is the price we pay for the weaker oracle.
An alternative to choosing adaptive stepsizes is the use of adaptive probabilities [9] . We leave such a study to future work.
Private Gossip via -Gap Oracle
Here we present the gossip algorithm with -Gap Oracle in detail and provide theoretical convergence guarantees. The information exchanged between sampled nodes is restricted to be one of three cases, based on difference in values on sampled nodes. As mentioned earlier, we only present the conceptual idea, not how exactly would the oracle be implemented within a secure multiparty protocol between participating nodes [8] .
Algorithm 3 (Dual form)
Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n ; error tolerance > 0 Initialize:
Note that the primal iterates {x t } associated with the dual iterates {y t } can be written in the form:
The above is equivalent to setting
Since the evolution of dual variables {y t } serves only the purpose of the analysis, the method can be written in the primal-only form as follows:
Algorithm 3 (Primal form) Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n ; error tolerance > 0 Initialize: Set x 0 = c. for t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 do 1. Set x t+1 = x t 2. Choose node e = (i, j) ∈ E uniformly at random
Before stating the convergence result, let us define a quantity the convergence will naturally depend on. For each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E and iteration t ≥ 0 define the random variable
Moreover, let
The following Lemma bounds the expected increase in dual function value in each iteration.
Our complexity result will be expressed in terms of the quantity:
Theorem 9. For all k ≥ 1 we have
Note that if ∆ k ( ) = 0, it does not mean the primal iterate x k is optimal. This only implies that the values of all pairs of directly connected nodes are differ by less than .
Private Gossip via Controlled Noise Insertion
In this section, we present the Gossip algorithm with Controlled Noise Insertion. As mentioned in the introduction, the approach is similar the technique proposed in [36, 37] . Those works, however, address only algorithms in the synchronous setting, while our work is the first to use this idea in the asynchronous setting. Unlike the above, we provide finite time convergence guarantees and allow each node to add the noise differently, which yields a stronger result.
In our approach, each node adds noise to the computation independently of all other nodes. However, the noise added is correlated between iterations for each node. We assume that every node owns two parameters -initial magnitude of the generated noise σ 2 i and rate of decay of the noise φ i . The node inserts noise w t i i to the system every time that an edge corresponding to the node was chosen, where variable t i carries an information how many times the noise was added to the system in the past by node i. Thus, if we denote by t the current number of iterations, we have n i=1 t i = 2t. In order to ensure convergence to the optimal solution, we need to choose a specific structure of the noise in order to guarantee the mean of the values x i converges to the initial mean. In particular, in each iteration a node i is selected, we subtract the noise that was added last time, and add a fresh noise with smaller magnitude: w
) for all iteration counters k i ≥ 0 is independent to all other randomness in the algorithm. This ensures that all noise added initially is gradually withdrawn from the whole network.
After the addition of noise, a standard Gossip update is made, which sets the values of sampled nodes to their average. Hence, we have
It is not the purpose of this paper to define any quantifiable notion of protection of the initial values formally. However, we note that it is likely the case that the protection of private value c i will be stronger for bigger σ i and for φ i closer to 1.
For simplicity, we provide only the primal algorithm below.
Algorithm 4 (Primal form)
Input: vector of private values c ∈ R n ; initial variances σ 2 i ∈ R + and variance decrease rate φ i such that 0 ≤ φ i < 1 for all nodes i. Initialize: Set x 0 = c; t 1 = t 2 = · · · = t n = 0, v
4. Update the primal variable:
We now provide results of dual analysis of Algorithm 4. The following lemma provides us the expected decrease in dual suboptimality for each iteration. 
We use the lemma to prove our main result, in which we show linear convergence for the algorithm. For notational simplicity, we decided to have ρ t = (ρ) t , i.e. superscript of ρ denotes its power, not an iteration counter.
Theorem 11. Let us define the following quantities:
Then for all k ≥ 1 we have the following bound
Note that ψ t is a weighted sum of t-th powers of real numbers smaller than one. For large enough t, this quantity will depend on the largest of these numbers. This brings us to define M as the set of indices i for which the quantity 1 −
Then for any i max ∈ M we have
which means that increasing φ j for j ∈ M will not substantially influence convergence rate. Note that as soon as we have
for all i, the rate from theorem 11 will be driven by ρ k (as k → ∞) and we will have
One can think of the above as a threshold: if there is i such that φ i is large enough so that the inequality (18) does not hold, the convergence rate is driven by φ imax . Otherwise, the rate is not influenced by the insertion of noise. Thus, in theory, we do not pay anything in terms of performance as long as we do not hit the threshold. One might be interested in choosing φ i so that the threshold is attained for all i, and thus M = {1, . . . , n}. This motivates the following result:
Corollary 12. Let us choose
for all i, where γ ≤ d min . Then
As a consequence,
is the largest decrease rate of noise for node i such that the guaranteed convergence rate of the algorithm is not violated.
While the above result clearly states the important threshold, it is not always practical as α(G) might not be known. However, note that if we choose
where e(G) denotes graph edge connectivity: the minimal number of edges to be removed so that the graph becomes disconnected. Inequality α(G) ≤ n n−1 d min is a well known result in spectral graph theory [16] . As a consequence, if for all i we have
then the convergence rate is not driven by the noise.
Numerical Evaluation
We devote this section to experimentally evaluate the performance of the Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 we proposed in the previous sections, applied to the Average Consensus problem. In the following experiments, we used the following popular graph topologies.
• Cycle graph with n nodes: C(n). In our experiments we choose n = 10. This small simple graph with regular topology is chosen for illustration purposes.
• Random geometric graph with n nodes and radius r: G(n, r). Random geometric graphs [41] are very important in practice because of their particular formulation which is ideal for modeling wireless sensor networks [26, 5] . In our experiments we focus on a 2-dimensional randomized geometric graph G(n, r) which is formed by placing n nodes uniformly at random in a unit square with edges between nodes which are having euclidean distance less than the given radius r. We set this to be to be r = r(n) = log(n)/n -it is well know that the connectivity is preserved in this case [26] . We set n = 100.
An illustration of the two graphs appears is in Figure 1 . 2. The evolution of the relative error measure q t def =
We run each method for several parameters and for a pre-specified number of iterations not necessarily the same for each experiment. In each figure we have the relative error, both in normal scale or logarithmic scale, on the vertical axis and number of iterations on the horizontal axis.
To illustrate the first concept, we provide a simple example with the evolution of the initial values x k i for the case of the Standard Gossip algorithm [5] in Figure 2 . The horizontal black dotted line represents the average consensus value. It is the exact average of the initial values c i of the nodes in the network. In the rest of this section we evaluate the performance of the novel algorithms we propose, and contrast with the above Standard Gossip algorithm, which we refer to as "Baseline" in the following figures labels.
Private Gossip via Binary Oracle
In this section we evaluate the performance of Algorithm 2 presented in Section 3.1. In the algorithm, the input parameters are the positive stepsizes {λ t } ∞ t=0 . The goal of the experiments is to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm using different choices of λ t .
In particular, we use decreasing sequences of stepsizes λ t = 1/t and λ t = 1/ √ t, and three different fixed values for the stepsizes λ t = λ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. We also include the adaptive choice λ t = 1 4m e∈E |x t i − x t j | which we have proven to converge with linear rate in Theorem 7. We compare these choices in Figures 4 and 6 , along with the Standard Gossip algorithm for clear comparison. In general, we clearly see what is expected with the constant stepsizes -that they converge to a certain neighbourhood and oscillate around optimum. With smaller stepsize, this neighbourhood is more accurate, but it takes longer to reach. With decreasing stepsizes, Theorem 6 suggests that λ t of order 1/ √ t should be optimal. Figure 6 demonstrates this, as the choice of λ t = 1/t decreases the stepsizes too quickly. However, this is not the case in Figure 4 in which we observe the opposite effect. This is due to the cycle graph being small and simple, and hence the diminishing stepsize becomes problem only after relatively large number of iterations. With the adaptive choice of stepsizes, we recover linear convergence rate as predicted by Theorem 7.
The results in Figure 6 show one surprising comparison. The adaptive choice of stepsizes does not seem to perform better than λ t = 1/ √ t. However, we verified that when running for more iterations, the linear rate of adaptive stepsize is present and converges significantly faster to higher accuracies. We chose to present the results for 6000 iterations since we found it overall more clean. 
Private Gossip via -Gap Oracle
In this section we evaluate the performance of the Algorithm 3 presented in Section 3.2. In the algorithm, the input parameter is the positive error tolerance variable . For experimental evaluation. we choose three different values for the input, ∈ {0.2, 0.02, 0.002}, and again use the same cycle and random geometric graphs. The trajectories of the values x t i are presented in Figures 7 and 9 , respectively. The performance of the algorithm in terms of the relative error is presented in Figures 8  and 10 .
The performance is exactly matching the expectation -with larger , the method converges very fast to a wide neighbourhood of the optimum. For a small value, it converges much closer to the optimum, but it requires more iterations. 
Private Gossip via Controlled Noise Insertion
In this section we evaluate the performance of Algorithm 4 presented in Section 3.3. This algorithm has two different parameters for each node i. These are the initial variance σ 2 i ≥ 0 and the rate of decay, φ i , of the noise.
To evaluate the impact of these parameters, we perform several experiments. As earlier, we use the same graph structures for evaluation: cycle graph and random geometric graph. The algorithm converges with a linear rate depending on maximum of two factors -see Theorem 11 and Corollary 12. We will verify that this is indeed the case, and for values of φ i above a certain threshold, the convergence is driven by the rate at which the noise decays. This is true for both identical values of φ i for all i, and for varying values as per (20) . We further demonstrate the latter is superior in the sense that it enables insertion of more noise, without sacrificing the convergence speed. Finally, we study the effect of various magnitudes of the noise inserted initially.
Fixed variance, identical decay rates
In this part, we run Algorithm 4 with σ i = 1 for all i, and set φ i = φ for all i and some φ. We study the effect of varying the value of φ on the convergence of the algorithm.
In both Figures 12b and 14b , we see that for small values of φ, we eventually recover the same rate of linear convergence as the Standard Gossip algorithm. If the value of φ is sufficiently close to 1 however, the rate is driven by the noise and not by the convergence of the Standard Gossip algorithm. This value is φ = 0.98 for cycle graph, and φ = 0.995 for the random geometric graph in the plots we present.
Looking at the individual runs for small values of φ in Figure 14b , we see some variance in terms of when the asymptotic rate is realized. We would like to point out that this does not provide additional insight into whether specific small values of φ are in general better for the following reason. The Standard Gossip algorithm is itself a randomized algorithm, with an inherent uncertainty in the convergence of any particular run. If we ran the algorithms multiple times, we observe variance in the evolution of the suboptimality of similar magnitude, just as what we see in the figure. Hence, the variance is expected, and not significantly influenced by the noise. 
Variance 1 and different decay rates
In this section, we perform similar experiment as above, but let the values φ i be vary for different nodes i. This is controlled by the choice of γ as in (20) . Note that by decreasing γ, we increase φ i , and thus smaller γ means the noise decays at a slower rate. Here, due to the regular structure of the cycle graph, we present only results for the random geometric graph.
It is not straightforward to compare this setting with the setting of identical φ i , and we return to it in the next section. Here we only remark that we again see the existence of a threshold predicted by theory, beyond which the convergence is dominated by the inserted noise. Otherwise, we recover the rate of the Standard Gossip algorithm. 
Impact of varying φ i
In this experiment, we demonstrate the practical utility of letting the rate of decay φ i to be different on each node i. In order to do so, we run experiment on the random geometric graph and compare the settings investigated in the previous two sections -the noise decay rate driven by φ, or by γ.
In first place, we choose the values of φ i such that that the two factors in Corollary 12 are equal.
For the particular graph we used, this corresponds to γ ≈ 0.17 with
. Second, we make the factors equal, but with constraint of having φ i to be equal for all i. This corresponds to φ i ≈ 0.983 for all i.
The performance for a large number of iterations is displayed in left side of Figure 17 . We see that theabove two choices indeed yield very similar practical performance, which also eventually matches the rate predicted by theory. For complete comparison, we also include performance of the Standard Gossip algorithm.
The important message is conveyed in the histogram in the right side of Figure 17 This means, that if we allow the noise decay rates to depend on the number of neighbours, we are able to increase the amount of noise inserted, without sacrificing practical performance. This is beneficial, as more noise will likely be beneficial for any formal notion of protection of the initial values. 
Conclusion
In this work we addressed the Average Consensus problem via novel asynchronous randomized gossip algorithms. We propose algorithmic tools for protection of the private values each node in the network holds initially. However, we do not quantify any formal notion of privacy protection achievable using these tools; this is left for future research.
In particular, we propose two ways to achieve this goal. First, which we believe is the first of its kind, weakens the oracle used in the gossip framework, to provide only categorical (or even binary) information to each participating node about the value of the other node. In the second approach, we systematically inject and withdraw noise throughout the iterations, so as to ensure convergence to the average consensus value. In all cases, we provide explicit convergence rates and evaluate practical convergence on common simulated network topologies.
A Proofs for Section 1
A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Using simple algebra we have
Manipulating right hand side of (21) we obtain
Clearly, LHS and RHS of (21) are equal.
In order to show (2) it is enough to notice that
Note that we have
which proves (3). On the other hand, we have
which concludes (4). Inequality (5) holds trivially.
B Proofs for Section 2.4
We now perform the analysis of Algorithm 1.
B.1 Proof of Lemma 4
Lemma 14. The eigenvalues ofL = nI − 11 are {0, n, n, . . . , n}
Proof. Clearly,L1 = 0. Consider some vector x such that x, 1 = 0. Then,Lx = nIx − 11 x = nx + 11 x = nx thus x is an eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue n. Thus, we can pick n − 1 linearly independent eigenvectors ofL corresponding to eigenvalue n, which concludes the proof.
) ∈ E and L ij = 0 otherwise. A simple computation reveals that for any x ∈ R n we have
LetÃ be the n(n − 1)/2 × n matrix corresponding to the complete graphG on V. LetL =Ã Ã be its Laplacian. We haveL ii = n − 1 for all i andL ij = −1 for i = j. So,L = nI − 11 . Then
Inequality (11) can therefore be recast as follows:
Let β = β(G). Note that bothL and βL are Hermitian thus have real eigenvalues and there exist an orthonormal basis of their eigenvectors. Suppose that {x 1 , . . . x n } are eigenvectors of βL corresponding to eigenvalues λ 1 (βL), λ 2 (βL) . . . , λ n (βL). Without loss of generality assume that these eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis and λ 1 (βL) ≥ · · · ≥ λ n (βL) Clearly, λ n (βL) = 0, x n = 1/ √ n, and λ n−1 (βL) = n. Lemma 14 states that eigenvalues ofL are {0, n, n, . . . , n}.
One can easily see that eigenvector corresponding to zero eigenvalue ofL is x n . Note that eigenvectors x 1 , . . . , x n−1 generate an eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue n ofL.
Consider some
which concludes the proof.
B.2 Two Lemmas
We first establish two lemmas which will be needed to prove Theorem 5.
Lemma 15. Assume that edge e = (i, j) is selected in iteration t of Algorithm 1. Then
Proof. We have y t+1 = y t + λ t f e where λ t is chosen so that D(y t+1 ) − D(y t ) is maximized. Applying Lemma 3, we have
Lemma 16. Let x ∈ R n such that
Proof.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 5
Having established Lemmas 15 and 16, we can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 5:
Taking expectation again, we get the recursion
C Proofs for Section 3 C.1 Proof of Theorem 6
Lemma 17. Fix k ≥ 0 and let R > 0. Then
and the optimal solution is given by λ t = R k+1 for all t.
Proof. Define φ(λ) = R+β k α k . If we write λ = rx, where r = λ and x is of unit norm, then φ(tx) = R+r 2 r 1,x . Clearly, for any fixed r, the x ∈ R k+1 minimizing x → φ(rx) is x = 1/ 1 , where 1 is the vector of ones in R k+1 . It now only remains to minimize the function r → R+r 2 r 1 . This function is convex and differentiable. Setting the derivative to zero leads to r = √ R. Combining the above, we get the optimal solution λ =
Let e = (i, j) be the edge selected at iteration t ≥ 0. Applying Lemma 3, we see that D(y t+1 ) − D(y t ) = λ t |x t i − x t j | − λ t 2 . Taking expectation with respect to edge selection, we get
and taking expectation again and using the tower property, we get the identity E D(
It remains to reshuffle the resulting inequality to obtain (14) .
We can see that part (i) follows directly. Optimality of stepsizes in (ii) is due to Lemma 17. To show (iii) we should state that
The inequality above holds due to the fact that for t > 1/2 we have t −1 ≤ t+1/2 t−1/2 x −1 dx since x −1 is convex function.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 7
Using Lemma 3 with we have
Taking the expectation again we obtain
On the other hand, we have
Taking the expectation of the above and combining with (24) we obtain the desired recursion
C.3 Proof of Lemma 8
Let e = (i, j) be the edge selected at iteration t. Applying Lemma 3, we see that
otherwise.
This implies that It remains to take expectation again.
C.4 Proof of Theorem 9
Since for all k ≥ 0 we have D(y k ) ≤ D(y * ), it follows that
It remains to apply Lemma 8.
C.5 Proof of Lemma 10
Firstly we will compute increase in the dual function value in iteration t: 
Now we want to estimate the expectation of this gap. Our main goal is to find E D(y t+1 ) − D(y t ) . There are 3 terms in (25) . Since expectation is linear, we will evaluate expectations of the 3 terms separately and merge them at the end.
Taking the expectation over the choice of edge and inserted noise in iteration t we obtain 
e=(i,j)∈E
Taking the full expectation of the above and using tower property, we get
Now we are going to take the expectation of the second term of (25) . We will use the "tower rule" of expectations in the form
, where X, Y, Z are random variables. In particular, we get In view of Theorem 11, this gives us the following:
D Notation Glossary
The following notational conventions are used throughout the paper. Boldface upper case letters will denote matrices and boldface lower case letters will denote vectors. y ∈ R m dual variable y * ∈ R m optimal dual variable x ∈ R n primal variable x * ∈ R n =c1 (optimal primal variable) 1 a vector of all ones in R n Summation i j sum through all ordered pairs of i and j sum through all unordered pairs of i and j (i,j)∈E sum through all edges of G Table 2 : The main notation used in the paper.
